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Abstract. Optical Time-of-Flight measurement gives the
possibility to enhance 2-D sensors by adding a third dimension using the PMD principle. Various applications in
the automotive (e.g. pedestrian safety), industrial, robotics
and multimedia fields require robust three-dimensional data
(Schwarte et al., 2000). These applications, however, all have
different requirements in terms of resolution, speed, distance
and target characteristics. PMDTechnologies has developed
3-D sensors based on standard CMOS processes that can provide an optimized solution for a wide field of applications
combined with high integration and cost-effective production. These sensors are realized in various layout formats
from single pixel solutions for basic applications to low, middle and high resolution matrices for applications requiring
more detailed data. Pixel pitches ranging from 10 micrometer up to a 300 micrometer or larger can be realized and give
the opportunity to optimize the sensor chip depending on the
application.
One aspect of all optical sensors based on a time-of-flight
principle is the necessity of handling background illumination. This can be achieved by various techniques, such as
optical filters and active circuits on chip. The sensors’ usage
of the in-pixel so-called SBI-circuitry (suppression of background illumination) makes it even possible to overcome the
effects of bright ambient light. This paper focuses on this
technical requirement. In Sect. 2 we will roughly describe
the basic operation principle of PMD sensors. The technical
challenges related to the system characteristics of an active
optical ranging technique are described in Sect. 3, technical solutions and measurement results are then presented in
Sect. 4. We finish this work with an overview of actual PMD
sensors and their key parameters (Sect. 5) and some concluding remarks in Sect. 6.
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1
1.1

Basic principle
Time-Of-Flight basic principle

As the Time-Of-Flight principle has already been described
in detail in many technical publications (Kraft et al., 2004;
Ringbeck et al., 2003; Buxbaum et al., 2001), only the basic
principles will be discussed here.
Figure 1 shows the basic Time-Of-Flight principle. In its
most simple form, a light pulse is transmitted by a sender unit
and the target distance is measured by determining the turnaround time the pulse needs to travel from the sender to the
target and back to the receiver. With knowledge of the speed
of light the distance can then easily be calculated. However,
the receiver needs to measure with picosecond-accuracy the
delay between start and stop, if millimeter-precision is required. To realize such system solutions with discrete components, as is done in today’s TOF rangefinders, each component in the signal chain must have a very high system bandwidth.
In contrast Figs. 1 and 2 show the basic working principle
of a PMD based range imaging camera. Rather than using a
single laser beam (which would have to be scanned over the
scene to obtain 3-D) the entire scene is illuminated with modulated light. The advantage of PMD devices is that we can
observe this illuminated scene with an intelligent pixel array,
where each pixel can individually measure the turnaround
time of the modulated light. Typically this is done by using continuous modulation and measuring the phase delay in
each pixel. In addition to this robust method of obtaining 3-D
without scanning, the realization of the phase measurement
in a quasi optical domain offers huge advantages compared
to the above mentioned discrete solutions. This is one reason, why we do not require an optical reference channel for
most applications.
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results in a difference between the two output voltages. This difference of both output nodes is directly dependent on
the phase delay between light and pixel modulation. This data can be used to calculate the distance from a lightreflecting object to the sensor as described in a later section.
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Figure 4 gives an impression of how both readout nodes will behave for different target distances.

2.3. Analysis of the ACF (autocorrelation function)

To calculate the distance between target and camera, the autocorrelation function of electrical and optical signal is
analyzed by a phase-shift algorithm (Figure 5). Using four samples A1, A2, A3 and A4 - each shifted by 90 degrees - the
phase, which is proportional to the distance, can be calculated using the following equation.

⎛ A1 − A3 ⎞
⎟⎟
A
A
−
2
4
⎝
⎠

ϕ = arctan⎜⎜

equation 2.1

In addition to the phase-shift of the signal, two other values can be extracted. At first, the signal strength of the received
signal (amplitude):

a) Target distance: 0 m

( A1 − A3 ) 2 + ( A2 − A4 ) 2
a=
2.2
b) Target distance: 2equation
m
2

And the second value, the offset b of the samples, represents the gray-scale value of each pixel.

b=

A1 + A2 + A3 + A4
4

equation 2.3

The distance d to the target is given by equation 2.4. At a modulation frequency of fmod=20MHz, for example, the
wavelength λmod is 15 meters. The maximum distance for the target is dmax=λmod/2 because the active illumination has to
cover the distance twice: from the sender to the target and back to the sensor chip.

d=

c ⋅ϕ
4π ⋅ f mod

c) Target distance: 5 m

equation 2.4
c) Target distance: 7.5 m

Figure 4: PMD operation with different target distances
Fig. 4. PMD operation with different target distances.
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uncertainty as a function of optical signal strength and system noise is derived. The measurement uncertainty dR of a
PMD time of flight system can be calculated as:
1
1
dR = p
·
Nphase ktot ·

S
N

λ mod
·√
8·π

(5)

Where ktot is the modulation contrast, S is the number of
(active) signal electrons, N is the equivalent number of noise
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electrons (including shot noise of active light, background
light and dark current as well as thermal noise, reset noise,
system noise and ADC noise), Nphase is the number of measurements and λmod is the wavelength of the modulation sig0
nal in meters. An alternative notation of this product of ktot
0
0
and S is fully equivalent, where S represents the complete
number of integrated electrons, including background light
0 represents the overall system conand dark current and ktot
trast, also including dark current and background light offset.
Please note that for both cases the product of ktot and S represents the “active signal share” after integration (demodulation amplitude).
The helpful thing is that for each measurement, all parameters of the above equation are known. That means, that each
single measurement more or less directly offers the information of its own reliability, without requiring the use of statistics. Subsequently, thresholds can be set to ignore measurement results with great uncertainty.
One can also easily see from the equation above, what
modifications of the system and sensor parameters can be
made to improve the measurement accuracy. The following
section describes the influence of the parameters mentioned
above.
High PMD contrast and high modulation contrast of the
light sources improves the distance accuracy. Optimizing the
contrast doesn’t influence the signal-to-noise ratio but rather
decreases the inaccuracy by a factor of 1/ktot . The maximum
value of kPMD and klight is 1.
ktot = kPMD · klight

(6)

It is always desirable to lower the total noise without affecting the signal. This can be done by reducing the dark current noise. Therefore special opto-CMOS processes with low
dark current should be used. Especially in automotive applications where the temperature can be up to 125◦ C, darkcurrent-optimized CMOS processes are essential for satisfactory performance because dark current doubles with every
8◦ C. Improvements are also achieved by low amplifier- and
reset-noise on-chip and low system-noise, as well as decreasing background illumination noise. However, since background illumination is an environmental parameter and not
a system parameter, it is difficult to decrease the background
illumination in an observed scene. The number of photons
reaching the sensor can be reduced though. This is done by
proper band pass filtering of the incoming light.
Increasing the signal by using stronger light sources increases the accuracy linearly if the photon shot noise of the
uncorrelated light or other noise sources are dominant rather
than the photon shot noise of the active illumination. Otherwise, if the photon shot noise Nactive of the active illumination is the most dominant part of the total noise N, the
distance accuracy increases by the square root of the signal.
√

S
S, if Nactive > N
∝
(7)
S,
else
N
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Figure 7: Calculation sunlight vs. active light
Fig. 7. Calculation sunlight vs. active light.

Figure 7 gives an overview of the calculation of the optical power of 100 LEDs in comparison to the sun for a typical
application scenario. In this example the ratio between sun and active light is 18,000=85db at a distance of 40m (20°
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the light sources have the same average power and therecan be observed. Hence, the performance of new applicafore the same number of light emitting elements, but higher
tions can be easily estimated.
peak power than in continuous operation. The shorter exposure time leads to the same number of signal electrons but
We can summarize that high modulation contrast of PMD
less noise electrons due to less accumulated background light
and light source, optimized optical filters, high modulation
electrons. Thus, burst operation is effective under strong
frequency, good fill factor, large pixels and low noise floor
background light conditions, such as outdoor applications
are important design goals for PMD sensors and systems.
with sunlight. Another advantage of burst operation is the
ability of detecting fast moving objects.
2.2 Influence of sunlight
Large lens apertures lead to more photo generated elecFor most outdoor applications sunlight is much brighter than
trons, both information holding electrons from the light
the active illumination. This has two negative impacts on the
source and unwanted ones from background light. In most
TOF-system:
cases the accuracy can be improved linearly with aperture
enlargement since the number of photo generated electrons
– Shot noise is increased (results in distance noise)
is a square function of the aperture. In very special cases,
when the noise floor due to dark current, quantization etc is
– A huge amount of the dynamics of the sensor is occudominant, the improvement of accuracy increases with the
pied by the sunlight (the sensor may saturate)
square of the aperture.
Sensitivity of the PMD sensor can be enhanced by high fill
Figure 7 gives an overview of the calculation of the optical
factor and micro lenses. Good reflectivity and close targets
power of 100 LEDs in comparison to the sun for a typical apwill increase the signal, too. However, this is strongly depenplication scenario. In this example the ratio between sun and
dent on the application and therefore not an essential part of
active light is 18 000=85 db at a distance of 40 m (20◦ viewdesign.
ing angle). In the following section we will show how this raAnother powerful method to improve the measurement actio can be improved by intelligent system design. Firstly, the
curacy is to use higher modulation frequencies (lower modoptical input signal is spectrally filtered. Although LEDs in
ulation wavelength λmod ). For example doubling the frethe near infrared have a typical spectral width of 50 nm, therquency doubles the measurement accuracy. Physical limimal drift of LEDs and automotive temperature range requiretations are the bandwidth of the light source and the bandments must also be taken into account. These facts allow
width of the sensor. Furthermore the contrast may decrease
only a medium spectral filter width of approximately 100 nm
at high frequencies, which will lower the effectiveness of this
to be used. In this case, the power density of the sun on the
method.
sensor is lowered and the ratio sun/active light goes down to
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un/active light goes down to 2,000=66db. Further improvements can be
the sun on the sensor is lowered and the ratio sun/active light goes down to 2,000=66db. Further improvements can be
. A burst operationachieved
of factor
5 results in a sunlight/active-light ratio of
by using a burst mode for the LEDs. A burst operation of factor 5 results in a sunlight/active-light ratio of
140 400=52db.
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The key challenges for optical TOF measurement are sensors with a high bandwidth and high sensitivity and a system
with high dynamics to achieve sunlight robustness.
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3.1

Figure 9: Usage of optical filters and burst mode
Fig. 9. Usage of optical filters and burst mode.

Technical solutions
Definition of contrast

Considering the output channels of the PMD sensor, two values are of importance: the difference of the readout channels
delivering the phase information, and the sum of both chanFigure
Usage of
filters and
burst
mode light and the overnels9:which
is optical
proportional
to the
incident
all photo generated charge carriers. As mentioned above, an
important figure of merit for distance measurement is the ratio of the measured signal difference compared to the signal
sum, the PMD contrast kPMD .
kPMD =

2000=66 db. Further improvements can be achieved by using a burst mode for the LEDs. A burst operation of factor 5
results in a sunlight/active-light ratio of 400=52 db.
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|QA − QB |
|1VA − 1VB |
=
QA + QB
1VA + 1VB

(8)

The contrast has its maximum value when using phase shifts
of 0◦ and 180◦ in terms of electrical and optical signal.
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measurements even in environments with huge uncorrelated signals at high temperatures. Therefore this principle is a
key feature for a number of range imaging applications where the existence of disturbing uncorrelated signals is
unavoidable. The working principle of PMDs patented SBI circuitry is illustrated in the following figure:
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To eliminate uncorrelated signals which are distributed on both readout sides equally, additional compensation sources
have been added. These sources inject additional charges in both readout terminals in order to instantaneously
compensate for the saturation effects of uncorrelated signals during the integration process. This compensation means
that the dynamic range of the following readout stage can be completely used by the correlated signal information only.
In other words, the readout circuitry of the pixel ideally sees only the correlated signal and no unwanted background
DC component. To offer a wide range of applications and flexibility this concept has been implemented in most of our
PG-PMD arrays (Figure 16). An active SBI circuitry will reduce the background DC component, and so the scenes
ambient light greyscale information will be lost. Alternatively a similar greyscale image can also be extracted out of the
acquired amplitude data (active light greyscale image), even with active SBI. Also the SBI feature can be electronically
deactivated or adjusted so that it is always possible to acquire both high-quality 3D measurement and 2D greyscale
information, depending on the application needs.

4.3. Measurements

To measure the functionality of PMD sensors with SBI circuitry, a phase measurement procedure must be used. This is
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PhotonICs 1kS2) for fixed signal and background illumination levels. Statistical evaluation indicates that, 100% of the
pixels achieve a phase accuracy of less than 4 degrees for a signal photo current of 200pA, a background photo current
of 20nA and an integration time of 1ms.
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Figure 14: Statistic analysis (64x16 Matrix, SBI)
Fig. 14. Statistic analysis (64×16 Matrix, SBI).

For indoor and outdoor applications with different requirements, PMDTechnologies has developed sensors with specifi
features, like resolution, optical format and SBI. A short overview of four sensors with optical and mechanica
dimension is given in the following figure. The sensors can be ordered for evaluation purposes.
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3.3

Measurements

To measure the functionality of PMD sensors with SBI circuitry, a phase measurement procedure must be used. This is
due to the fact that the total number of collected and stored
electrons is modified by the usage of an active SBI, and so the
standard definition of contrast (Eq. 8) can no longer be used
as characteristic device performance parameter. To examine the achieved dynamic range (with regard to tolerable signal and background intensity levels), a real (Time-Of-Flight)
phase measurement using a 4-phase algorithm is performed
under controlled conditions (Eq. 9).
P
!
uInt (ϕi )·sin(ϕi )

ϕTOF = arctan − Pi u

Int (ϕi )·cos(ϕi )

i

ϕi

= 0,

PhotonICs® PMD 768-S
3D Video Sensor Array with Active SBI
• Array format
24(H) x 32(V)
• Optical format
1/2’’, 16:9 image ratio
• Effective image area
6.75mm (H) x 3.73mm (V)
• Package
Standard CLCC68
• Pixel size
210.8µm (H) x 155.3µm (V)
• Fill factor (FF)
42%
• 78dB dynamic range for active illumination
• 50dB dynamic range increase by SBI circuitry
PhotonICs® PMD 1k-S 2
3D Video Sensor Array with Active SBI
• Array format
64(H) x 16(V)
• Optical format
2/3’’, 3:1 image ratio
• Effective image area
9.94mm (H) x 3.37mm (V)
• Package
Standard CLCC68
• Pixel size
155.3µm (H) x 210.8µm (V)
• Fill factor (FF)
42%
• 78dB dynamic range for active illumination
• 50dB dynamic range increase by SBI circuitry
PhotonICs® PMD 3k-S
3D Video Sensor Array with Active SBI
• Array format
64(H) x 48(V)
• Optical format
1/2’’, 4:3 image ratio
• Effective image area
6.4mm (H) x 4.8mm (V)
• Package
Standard CLCC68
• Pixel size
100µm (H) x 100µm (V)
• Fill factor (FF)
32%
• 74dB dynamic range for active illumination
• 50dB dynamic range increase by SBI circuitry
PhotonICs® PMD 19k
High Resolution 3D Video Sensor Array
• Array format
160(H) x 120(V)
• Optical format
1/2’’, 4:3 image ratio
• Effective image area
6.4mm (H) x 4.8mm (V)
• Package
Standard CLCC68
• Pixel size
40µm (H) x 40µm (V)
• Fill factor (FF)
31%
• 65dB dynamic range for active illumination

Figure 16: PMD Sensor-Chips based on Photogate Technology

Fig. 16. PMD Sensor-Chips based on Photogate Technology.

All of these PMD Sensors are implemented in camera prototypes which shows the basic function principle o
furthermore they are implemented in camera products like the PhotonICs® PMD 3k-S. In the next chapter, a camer
system for pedestrian safety is introduced, which based on the PMD Sensor PhotonICs® PMD 1k-S.

(9)

1
3
2 π, π, 2 π

Using an automated measuring station, the intensities of signal and background light required for measurement can be
adjusted very reproducibly in our optical laboratory. To
verify reliable phase measurement using subsequent statistic analysis, a high number of measurements are made for
several combinations of signal and background intensity.
Figure 12 shows the resulting standard deviation as a function of signal and background intensity for a single PMD
www.adv-radio-sci.net/5/135/2007/

TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

5.1. Realized PMD Sensors

pixel with disabled SBI. The overlaid saturation boundaries
indicate the achieved dynamic range, limited by saturation
of integration capacitors. In contrast, Fig. 13 shows the increased dynamic range with enabled SBI circuitry. The dynamic range of a typical pixel can be increased by a factor of
300 – that is, 50 dB. Since quality of SBI performance may
vary from pixel to pixel due to technical fabrication tolerances, each single pixel may deliver a slightly different dynamic range. Please note, that there are always pixels in the
array with far higher SBI performance (factor 1000 and even
Adv. Radio Sci., 5, 135–146, 2007

In Figure 17, a camera system for pedestrian safety is depicted. This A-Muster camera is designed to demonstrate
solutions for several front view application like Stop&Go, PreCrash and Pedestrian Saftey therefore additional IRillumination sources are implemented inside
the head etlights
to increase transmitted
powerbyand
mearsurement
range
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respectively. Other design spaces for illumination are determined and tested until beginning of 2007.
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Figure 17: Test car from 2005 with an A-Muster PMD camera system for pedestrian safety
Fig. 17. Test car from 2005 with an A-Muster PMD camera system for pedestrian safety.

An actual sensor is available with the specification depicted in Figure 18. The measurement range depends on
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The diagram in Fig. 14 shows the distribution of phase
52° vertical
value standard deviation for a complete PMD array (sensor Field of view
18° horizontal
PhotonICs 1kS2) for fixed signal and background illumina4 Technical implementation
tion levels. Statistical evaluation indicates that, 100% of the
10,4ms (96Hz)
pixels achieve a phase accuracy of less than 4 degrees for a DataUpdate Rate
4.1 Realized PMD Sensors
signal photo current of 200 pA, a background photo current
Distance Resolution per Pixel
±10cm
of 20 nA and an integration time of 1ms.
For indoor and outdoor applications with different requireFigure 15 illustrates the SBI array performance for all
ments, PMDTechnologies has developed sensors with spetested intensities, for a given modulation frequency of Operation Current of camera module Max. 600mA
cific features, like resolution, optical format and SBI. A short
10 MHz, an integration time of 1 ms and a standard devioverview of
four sensors with optical and
mechanical
Temperature
Range
-10°
to 85°C dimenation of 5◦ , which corresponds to a distance resolution of
sion is given in the following figure. The
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105°
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2007)
20 cm. Combinations of intensities that result in at least
dered for evaluation purposes.
99.3% working pixels (5σ -range) are marked in green. That
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All of
these PMD Sensors are implemented
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means for 99.3% of all pixels, the standard deviation is less Operating
prototypes which shows the basic function principle or furthan 5◦ . Combinations that result in less than 95% working
thermore they are implemented in camera products like the
pixels
(3σ -range) are coloured red. To facilitate measureFigure 18: Technical Specification of A-Muster
PhotonICs® PMD 3k-S. In the next chapter, a camera sysment results, ledger lines of constant background-to-signal
tem for pedestrian safety is introduced, which based on the
ratio are overlaid. As can be seen, a background-to-signal
ratio up to a factor of 400, that is 52 db, is achieved for more
PMD Sensor PhotonICs® PMD 1k-S.
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An actual sensor is available with the specification depicted in Figure 18. The measurement range depends on
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A measurement
range of above
35m couldby
beusing
realized
source in front of the car (i.g. inside the
head lights) with and optical power more than 8W.
Measurement Range
10m / 35m
Field of view

52° vertical
18° horizontal

DataUpdate Rate

10,4ms (96Hz)

Distance Resolution per Pixel

±10cm

Operation Current of camera module

Max. 600mA

Temperature Range

-10° to 85°C
(-40°to 105° in 2007)

Operating Voltage

11 bis 18 DC

Figure 18: Technical Specification of A-Muster
Fig. 18. Technical Specification of A-Muster.

4.2

Pedestrian safety camera system

In Fig. 17, a camera system for pedestrian safety is depicted. This A-Muster camera is designed to demonstrate
solutions for several front view application like Stop&Go,
PreCrash and Pedestrian Saftey therefore additional IRillumination sources are implemented inside the head lights
to increase transmitted power and mearsurement range respectively. Other design spaces for illumination are determined and tested until beginning of 2007.
An actual sensor is available with the specification depicted in Fig. 18. The measurement range depends on illumination source. A range of 10 m is realized by an Illumination
Source with 1 W optical power next to the camera system.
A measurement range of above 35 m could be realized with
illumination source in front of the car (i.g. inside the head
lights) with and optical power more than 8 W.
5

Conclusion

Time-Of-Flight systems based on the PMD-principle give the
possibility of fast 3-D measurement with customizable resolutions depending on the application. High bandwidth and
high sensitivity of the PMD pixels are the fundamentals for
enhanced predictable measurement accuracy. Many applications (like outdoor) require robust operation even under very
bright ambient light conditions. Spectral filtering combined
with an active illumination in burst-mode improve the signal
to noise ratio and are effective methods to reduce the impact of ambient light. However, for typical outdoor applications, additional sunlight rejection methods are necessary.
PMDTechnologies has realized an outstanding ambient light
rejection method, the active SBI circuitry realized as compact
in-pixel electronics. This SBI circuitry removes all uncorrewww.adv-radio-sci.net/5/135/2007/

lated signals instantaneously during the integration process.
It is approved in the 6th sensor generation and works very reliable. The combination of all the presented techniques provides robust 3-D measurement under full sunlight conditions.
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